
Kajeet SmartSpot: Understanding Your Internet Data Usage Guide 

Our Kajeet Smartspots allow 5,000 MB of usage per month per hotspot. We are hoping that  
patrons will use about 1,250 MB per 7-day checkout.  
 
UNDERSTANDING DATA SPEEDS: 
 There are three metrics to understand regarding data speeds—kilobytes, megabytes, 
and gigabytes. The smaller units (kilobytes) add up together to make bigger units (megabytes), 
which combine to make the biggest units (gigabytes).  
 
Here’s a conversion chart to show how data usage is measured: 

 1 megabyte (MB) = 1,000 kilobytes (KB) 

 1 gigabyte (GB) = 1,000 megabytes/MB 

We measure internet speed in units of seconds, which means how many seconds it takes to  
download a kilobyte, megabyte, or gigabyte of data. These are further broken down into "bits," rather 
than "bytes."  Data measurements are as follows: 
 
Kbps—kilobits per second 
Mbps—megabits per second 
Gbps—gigabits per second  
 
Internet Average Monthly Data Usage 
An easy way to measure your internet data or mobile data usage is to add up your daily internet  
activities and see how much data it all requires. For an example of your data usage, please refer to 
this chart that breaks down how much data is spent per hour with each internet activity:  

 Two hours of HD-quality streaming: 5GB 

 One hour of Instagram and Twitter scrolling: 500MB 

 Three hours of streaming music: 216MB 

 Two hours of gaming: 160MB 
 

Other small internet activities (browsing, email, etc.):  
Internet Activity:      Data size (on average) 
Email        20KB 
Email (with attachment)     300KB 
Downloading a song     4MB 
Browsing the web               15MB per hour 
Instagram       100MB per Hour 
Facebook       156 MB per hour 
Twitter       360 MB per hour 
Streaming standard-definition (SD) video  700 MB 
Streaming high-definition (HD) video             2.5 GB per hour 
Streaming ultra-HD  (4K) video    5.8 GB per hour 
Streaming Music      72MB per hour 
Online gaming      80MB per hour 


